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Previously supplied HelioSprint BC and HelioXtreme 32 engraving systems will be upgraded to
the higher engraving speed free of charge as part
of regular engraving head service.

HelioSprint BC+ and
HelioXtreme 32+ are supplied
"+"-Engraving heads offer 20% faster
engraving at angle 4
The high-performance engraving heads
HelioSprint BC and HelioXtreme 32 are
getting an upgrade, which speeds up engraving at angle 4 up to 9 khz. Previously supplied
engraving systems will be upgraded free of
charge!

Software requirements
To benefit from the enhanced performance,
the following software is required on the HelioKlischograph:



K500 NT / K500 G3 / K500 G4:
HelioControl V 5.0 and later
K5 / K5 Smart: HelioControl V 4.0 and
later

Previously supplied engraving systems will be upgraded free
of charge as part of regular engraving head service

HELL is now supplying HelioSprint BC and
HelioXtreme 32 engraving systems with the suffix
“+” as standard. This suffix indicates that these
engraving systems engrave at 9 kHz with angle
4 and thus offer 20% better performance than
before. To benefit from the higher engraving
speed, the HelioKlischograph software needs to
be upgraded – see below. An older version of the
engraving system software means that „+“engraving systems continue to engrave at
7.5 kHz with angle 4.
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High-resolution engraving with
HelioKlischograph systems
HQH Pro improves the legibility and
appearance of fine text and graphics

HQH Pro uses a new concept based on highresolution engraving data to improve gravure
reproduction with the HelioKlischograph,
XtremeEngraving, and Cellaxy. Timeconsuming manual work is replaced by
an automated standardized process.

need reworking in prepress to ensure they do not
print too thinly or disappear completely, HQH Pro
carries out this work in an automated process
that is standardized, in line with the specifications
in the job ticket, and delivering results that can
thus be reproduced at any time. What makes
HQH Pro particularly special is that, unlike conventional prepress tools, it prevents letters and
contours from blurring and running together.
A character’s features are retained, which enhances legibility. HQH Pro now helps to bridge
the gap exists today between the Epson proof
and the gravure printed results. Using HQH Pro,
the two prints look much closer than before regarding text and graphics appearance.

HQH Pro prevents contours from blurring and running together

The new HQH Pro now works with highresolution engraving data, as already used for
direct laser engraving with Cellaxy and for highresolution engraving with XtremeEngraving. With
HQH Pro, the increased resolution now also benefits standard engraving on the HelioKlischograph.

HQH Pro improves the legibility and appearance of fine text
and graphics

Nowadays, gravure reproduction requires considerable manual interventions in prepress.
HQH Pro helps automate and standardize part of
this work. While fine text and graphics generally
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Image Gravures opts for Cellaxy
First direct laser on the Indian subcontinent
... in their company Image Gravures

As an innovative service provider for the
Indian gravure market, Image Gravures has
opted for the latest generation of cutting-edge
Cellaxy technology from Hell Gravure
Systems. Production using the C500 direct
laser started in October. Image Gravures is
thus expanding its portfolio with line cylinders in etching quality and embossing
cylinders of the highest standard.

Image Gravures already engraves using five K5
HelioKlischograph systems. These are now being
enhanced with Cellaxy, an ideal solution that will
particularly help in engraving high-quality gravure
cylinders, with their high demands in terms of
contour definition and printing density. The installed Cellaxy also features an embossing module, so that Image Gravures will now also be
manufacturing top-quality embossing cylinders
(3D).

Partner Anant Patel and Parag Patel ...

Image Gravures is a highly regarded full-service
provider on the Indian market. From steel cores
to chromium-plated cylinders, including digital
and print proofs, it offers everything from a single
source, with a particular focus on high quality and
short delivery times.
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Successful installation
and testing with direct laser
engraving in Malaysia
Tye Cine Colour Separations Sdn. Bhd. is
making waves with PremiumFlexo
After starting out as a humble color separation house in Malaysia, Tye Cine has grown to
become one of the leading flexographic plate
makers and reprographics houses in Malaysia
and the wider region. Thanks to the installation of the Hell PremiumSetter S1700 and use
of Conti Laserline materials (plates and
sleeves), Tye Cine is set to become the
pioneer in supplying direct laser engraved
plates and sleeves in the region.

using Hell PremiumSetter and Conti Laserline
materials. Indeed, this process produces a much
higher plate and print quality with output resolutions up to 5080 dpi, is a genuine digital workflow
and is very environmentally friendly. For example, it eliminates the need for solvents and frees
up a lot of machinery space. Compared with
traditional photopolymer plate processes, which
require multiple process steps, this two-step process (direct engraving and washing with water)
also reduces the scope for human error and process inconsistencies. Using the direct laser engraving system also opens up new markets for
Tye Cine and, thanks to Conti Laserline,
Tye Cine will be able to supply customers with
both plates and sleeves.
Tye Cine is excited about what this new technology holds in store for the company and aims to
harness the benefits of direct laser engraving and
Conti Laserline materials to venture into new
markets.

It was a great team effort from the skillful and proficient team
at Tye Cine, Contitech and Hell Gravure Systems

Established as a color separation house in Kuala
Lumpur in 1988, Tye Cine Colour Separations
Sdn. Bhd. is now the leading key player for flexographic plate making in Malaysia. After years of
providing laser imaging services, Tye Cine identified an opportunity for direct laser engraving
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used, both effects are minimized, but at the loss
of ink volume.

The 2016 Winner is... OHIO!
2016 Golden Cylinder Award goes to
Hybrid Engraving technology
At its annual fall conference, the Gravure
Association of the Americas (GAA) awarded
its traditional Golden Cylinder Award for outstanding technical innovations in gravure
printing. The 2016 award went to the Hybrid
Engraving option in OHIO Gravure Technologies' gravure machines, which sets new quality standards for printing results.

2016 Golden Cylinder Award goes to OHIO Gravure Technologies

Traditional engraving edge und Hybrid Engraving edge

OHIO's Hybrid Engraving technology is named
for its ability to mix traditional electro-mechanical
engraving with a method more like chemical etch,
on the same machine, in one operation. Instead
of being restricted to the standard grid defined by
the screen, cells engraved with Hybrid are moved
to create a smoother edge and sharper lines.
The Hybrid cells are shaped like traditional cells
so there is no loss of ink volume, which means
printers have little or no adjustments to make.
The Hybrid Engraving option also ensures that
engraving sizes more closely resemble the original artwork.
The award of the 2016 Golden Cylinder Award
will be great incentive for the OHIO team to
continue setting standards in the area of special
gravure printing applications.

OHIO Gravure Technologies offers a Hybrid
Engraving option for its Spectrum and Prism gravure machines. The GAA thus honors the many
years of work the American Heliograph company
has spent to improve linework resolution that
achieves the high level of printing results seen
with chemical etching processes. It is difficult to
produce sharp text with conventional electromechanical engraving procedures because
image data and engraving screens never match.
Small edge cells are created that soften the
image rather than sharpen it; full cells have a
rough edge. When fine engraving screens are
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gies, it now sets standards in the development of
special engraving machines.

In best company
Eric Serenius inducted into the
Gravure Cylinder Society
The illustrious circle of distinguished personalities from the gravure printing industry has
gained a worthy addition. At the GAA meeting
held on October 13, 2016 in Richmond VA
(USA), Eric Serenius – President of OHIO
Gravure Technologies – was inducted into the
Gravure Cylinder Society.

From left to right: Hubert Metzger, Chema Technology, Cylinder Society President; Scott (last name unknown); Eric Serenius, Ohio Gravure Technologies and Gary White, Pamarco
Global Graphics

At OEE, Eric Serenius was strongly involved in
developing the M820 Engraver, the first automatic engraving machine – an early OHIO Vista System. Serenius now holds a great number of
patents. During his many years in the company,
Serenius held numerous positions and gained a
profound understanding of products, customers
and markets. He was thus appointed President of
Ohio Gravure Technologies in 2012. Even with
his role as OHIO's highest representative, Eric
Serenius's most important maxim has remained
personal contact with global agents and customers on-site.
The Gravure Technical Association and the
Gravure Research Institute established the
Gravure Cylinder Society in 1981. Every year,
the society nominates leading personalities in the
industry who have made outstanding or exceptional contributions to the gravure printing industry. With this award, Serenius is in the best of
company, joining the following former OEE
employees in the Gravure Cylinder Society:
Lester Buechler (1997), Dave DiTallo (2004),
Dick Dunnington (1992), Larry Holden (1997) and
Kent Seibel (2015). We extend our warmest congratulations to Eric Serenius!
A full list of the society members can be found on
the GAA website under www.gaa.org.

For many years, Eric Serenius has set decisive
impulses in the development of advanced gravure printing technologies. The foundation for this
was his Master's degree in electrical engineering
from the University of Louisville. Several years
ago, he also earned an MBA from Ohio State
University. He obtained his first professional
experience at General Electric and Texas Instruments and joined Ohio Electronic Engravers in
1992. This company began operating under the
name Daetwyler in 2000 and is now part of the
Heliograph Holding. As OHIO Gravure Technolo-
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Educational campaign in India
DG India develops continuing education
programs to improve customer support

With this continuous program for furthering professional training and increasing the numbers of
technical personnel, Managing Director Sudhir
Dhotey underscores Daetwyler Graphics India's
serious intent to provide optimum service. Eric
Serenius, Managing Director of OHIO Gravure
Technologies, commends the Indians' exemplary
role and is grateful for their strong support.

Increasing numbers of OHIO Gravure Technologies systems are sold in India. But more
machines in use requires more support staff.
This became clear to Sudhir Dhotey, Managing Director of Daetwyler Graphics India, who
immediately put in place an effective program
for training and increasing technical personnel.
Until now, Shrikrishna Mohod only knew many
names – now he can match faces to the names.
Shrikrishna Mohod is the newest trainee at OHIO
Gravure Technologies. He has already met numerous employees and been introduced in the
company headquarters in Ohio. Mohod is just
one representative of Daetwyler Graphics India's
current campaign to adapt its technical support
services to the needs resulting from steadily rising gravure machine sales. Shrikrishna Mohod
has completed a modern and interesting training
program in the USA. Highly motivated, he used
the opportunity to learn directly from Spectrum
and Prism gravure machine experts as well as
about the Collage Layout System.

The Collage System – a chapter in Shrikrishna Mohod's
training

The Dhoteys in front of an out-of-service "Air Force One"

Managing Director Sudhir Dhotey of DG India
wanted to experience the quality of the further
education measures himself, and thus visited
OHIO Gravure Technologies in September 2016.
He was accompanied by his wife Sangita, who
also works at DG India. Both immediately had the
pleasure of a small cultural education program:
OHIO President Eric Serenius took his Indian
colleagues to the "National Museum of the U.S.
Air Force," a popular tourist attraction in the Ohio
region. There, the Dhotey couple experienced a
true highlight of aviation history: a former "Air
Force One" – the machine used by US Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, Carter,
Reagan, George H.W. Bush and Clinton.

The Dhoteys in front of an out-of-service "Air Force One"
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Heliolas, the new laser from
team Schepers
The low-cost laser engraving system
impresses with high quality
Reliable and high-quality technology at a very
attractive price was the goal of the latest development from Schepers. The new Heliolas
is a laser engraving system designed for the
removal of lacquer layers and for Anilox engraving.

tions of up to 5080 dpi are possible; basic functions such as step-and-repeat and seamlessendless are also available. Heliolas machines are
equipped with 4-beam technology and have 100
or 200 watts of laser power, depending on the
application.
The well-known and proven Digilas Full Control
functions as the machine controller and is operated via a clear and intuitive graphical user interface.
The Heliolas line also includes the Heliolas 5000
AX. This variant was developed exclusively for
fast and precise engraving of Anilox cylinders.
For this purpose, it is equipped with a generous
400 watts of CW power and high-quality measuring systems. It also has 4-beam technology for
excellent engraving quality. All common screens
such as hexagon 30°, 60° diamond raster and
trihelical lines are generated directly by the control system; special rasters are possible.
For further information please contact Schepers
.

The new laser from team Schepers: Heliolas

When asked: "Does Schepers offer a good and
also very economical masking laser for standard
procedures?" The answer is now: "Yes, the Heliolas!" This new generation of laser engraving
systems was designed consistently for mask
removal. Heliolas is available in two sizes.
The Heliolas 2600 is primarily suitable for packaging gravure printing; the larger Heliolas 5000
can be used for lasering cylinders of up to 2000
kg and 500 mm in diameter.
All essential software functions for mask ablation
that can be executed by the Digilas have been
incorporated into the Heliolas controller. Resolu-
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a great advantage in daily usage. Series measurements can also be quickly and conveniently
conducted. The results can be clearly read in a
table and easily processed.

Reliable cell measurement
The latest contribution to a new performance class: K.Walter's fast VideoMet

All in all, the new VideoMet is optimally oriented
to modern, highly productive and efficient workflows in the gravure printing industry.

The new VideoMet sets standards for the
quality control and analysis of engraving
cells. Very compact, K.Walter's highperformance device masters the special
requirements in gravure cylinder manufacture
with great success.

The new VideoMet rapidly and reliably measures cells on
gravure cylinders

Above all, the newly developed VideoMet scores
with speed and reliability. Its most important element is immediately apparent: the ambitious lens
revolver with three lens sizes. It enables highquality 2D cell analysis, either manually or automatically. For this, the device only needs to be
connected to a Windows 7 or Windows 10 PC or
laptop.
Despite its low weight, the VideoMet can be
securely placed on the cylinder. Its integrated
xy-adjustment allows simple, precise adjustment.
Altogether, the VideoMet is very easy to operate:
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New Turbo for the CFM P
The new Performance Package promises
a significant performance increase of up
to 20 percent
At the drupa 2016, Daetwyler Graphics presented the powerful further development of
its proven CFM P for fully automatic handling
of gravure cylinders. Its quality and process
speed are so convincing that numerous customers from around the world are now investing in this next-generation CFM P. All CFM P
machines built from 2009 on can be retrofitted
with the package, ensuring enhanced performance for all existing CFM Ps.

The Swiss company offers retrofitting for existing
CFM P users with systems built from 2009 on.
The CFM P Performance Package will bring
these customers up to the current technical level.
A cylinder drive of up to maximum 1500 rpm and
a polishing stone drive of up to maximum 600
rpm are the central components of the new CFM
P Performance Package. It also includes a newly
developed vibration damper, optimized grinding
programs and a new software version. Interested
companies can contact their distributors or turn
directly to Daetwyler Graphics

The new CFM P generation

For many years, Daetwyler Graphics' CFM P has
stood for precise and fast handling of gravure
cylinders – around the globe. Widely acclaimed
at the drupa 2016, the consequent further developments are intended to give customers clear
performance increases. Daetwyler predicts that
they can get 20 percent more productivity in daily
operations.
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Brushing instead of grinding
HelioBrush® optimizes surface treatment
and improves printing results
The new HelioBrush® brush technology from
Daetwyler Graphics sets new standards for
the surface preparation of copper cylinders
used in gravure printing. It results in homogeneous, controllable surfaces and better
printing results. Another great advantage:
The desired roughness can be quickly and
precisely adjusted. HelioBrush® completely
replaces the need for polishing belts.

Daetwyler Graphics engineers developed the
HelioBrush® from new synthetic fibers. The new
brush technology is so effective that it quickly
prepares the final surface roughness of the copper cylinder. The desired Rz values are precisely
achieved via the number of HelioBrush® strokes.
No additional surface processing with grinding
belts is needed to produce a crosshatch. In
Daetwyler's popular Finishstar polishing machine,
the new HelioBrush® thus replaces a grinding
stone module.

In practice, the new brush technology also scores
in additional areas. Immediately apparent are the
better printing results with less toning, especially
in the case of high Rz values. Copper cylinders
manufactured with HelioBrush® are more homogeneous and lose less roughness after the
chrome bath. In addition, the new brush technology creates less sludge in the machine, saving
filter material. Daetwyler assumes that the new
HelioBrush® technology will have a considerably
longer service life than grinding stones and belts.

All new Finishstar P CU 1610 and Finishstar P
CU/CR models are available immediately ex
works with the new HelioBrush® technology.
The second grinding station of all models built in
2009 and after can also be retrofitted for HelioBrush® technology.
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APC relies on CORONA
Bauer develops flexible cylinder storage
system for US packaging company

The Americans were particularly convinced by
the proven concept of lift and telescopic attachments, which ensures high availability and reliability in connection with the retrieval vehicle and
its servo drives. Due to dual storage of the cylinders per storage compartment, CORONA gets by
with low space requirements. In this case, it turns
out that clustering customer-specific cylindercircumference groups optimally uses the height
of the storage area.

In fall 2016, the assembly and start-up team of
Bauer Logistics Systems delivered a modern
CORONA cylinder storage system to its customer American Packaging. The storage system was developed for the special requirements of this leading worldwide packaging
company.

Storage/retrieval station with OEM cylinder cart

Corona Packaging – overall system

With its CORONA Packaging cylinder storage
system, Bauer Logistics Systems supplies individual solutions to customers throughout the
world. These systems score especially with companies with unusual space requirements.
The project managers at APC – the US-American
company known for its flexible packaging products – discussed their specific requirements with
the Bauer development team. Based on this,
Bauer designed an effective cylinder storage
system.

The Bauer development team focused especially
on optimizing daily warehouse workflows at
American Packaging. Due to direct storage and
retrieval of the cylinders from the integrated OEM
cylinder cart of the major flexographic press supplier, additional handling of the cylinders is unnecessary. A custom-made intelligent solution
checks the respective loading condition of the
cylinder cart with an inductive coupler. Bauer also
installed a manually operated cycle chain that
controls the storage of new cylinders. APC is
pleased with this forward-looking solution, as the
CORONA Packaging system can be flexibly
expanded at any time, either in length or width.
The central component of this storage type is its
efficient, user-friendly software. Bauer Logistics
Systems implements an SQL-based warehouse
administration system controlled centrally on the
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customer's server. Cylinders are easily identified
via barcode scanner. The user who handles the
entries on the touchscreen PC can be authorized
in the system by PIN or fingerprint scanner.

Manual storage/retrieval station with cycle chain

Great importance was placed on safety during
construction of the APC cylinder storage solution.
Risk assessment and safety concepts were
developed and implemented with external support. After completion of start-up and training, an
external expert was called in for the acceptance
process. Bauer's CORONA Packaging cylinder
storage system has now been in operation at
APC for several months. The company's managers and employees are all very satisfied with its
effectiveness and productivity in daily work.
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